Reputation Assurance: Why, How, and What
Problem: Reputation risk is a material peril of economic harm from
angry disappointed stakeholders.

Why Deploy a Solution?

“…these reputation-based
indemnification instruments…
communicate the quality of
governance, essentially
absolving board members of
damaging insinuations by
activists.”
NACD’s Directorship
January 2016,

Reputation is a product of social, political
and economic factors. Reputation is a
vital asset of a firm, which boards have a
duty to protect. Reputation risk
management and financing can reduce:
‣ the frequency, duration and economic
impact of an adverse event and the
ensuing negative media;
‣ a board’s exposure to shareholder
derivative suit liability;
‣ a company’s cost of capital.
Detail Hyperlinks: Four Top Drivers of
Reputation Risk Solutions, Risk &
Insurance, 2018 ✣ Pub 0010 Reputation
Risk in the News.

How is it Delivered?
Reputation risk is a complex peril arising
from unmet expectations amplified by
various media. Steel City Re’s
comprehensive risk management
solution exploits prior successful sociallyimpactful strategies famously offered by
the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and
Insurance Company, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, and the Prussian
Railway Act of 1838. A key feature is that
risk transfer is available only on a
qualified basis.
Note: The LOCOMOTIVE 1866
mark is a registered trademark of
The Hartford Steam Boiler
Inspection and Insurance Company
(HSBIIC). There is no relationship
between Steel City Re and either
HSBIIC nor FDIC

The inspection/advisory services
comprise (i) a focused review of
reputation risk arising from operational
failures; (ii) reputation risk mitigation

strategies, and (iii) reputation risk
management plans.
The deliverable is an enterprise
reputation risk management roadmap
and quantified risks.
Risk transfer policies provide coverage
led by the Lloyd’s syndicate, Tokio
Marine Kiln. Larger limits may be covered
through capital instruments. Additional
risk financing also may be structured
through a captive insurance vehicle. All
risk financing and transfer policies are
triggered parametrically.
Detail Hyperlinks: Putting Fears to Rest,
Best’s Review, 2018 ✣ Pub 0008
Advisory Report Healthcare ✣ Pub 0009
Advisory Report Finance ✣ Pub 1001
Parametric Insurance Policy Form.

What is in a Solution?
Steel City Re’s solutions are based on
proprietary reputation risk and value
quantification models. The reputation risk
model is compatible with COSO 2017.
Steel City Re’s synthetic quantitative
measures of reputational value are used
by Wall Street for equities arbitrage
strategies, Lloyd's for parametric risk
transfer; and others for better insurance
captive compliance.
Detail Hyperlinks: Pub P0011 What’s in
Steel City Re’s Solutions ✣ Pub P8005
Parametric Screening Report. ✣
Reputation, Stock Price and You, Apress,
2012.
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